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About This Game

Talk your way out of the apocalypse.

Convince a trio of gods that you deserve to be the ultimate distraction...
And/Or die trying.

FRIENDLY WARNINGS

 THIS GAME CONTAINS NAUGHTY TEXT.

 THIS GAME WILL NOT FILL ANY GAPING VOIDS IN YOUR LIFE. IT IS A SHORT GAME.

 THIS GAME INVOLVES READING. IF YOU'VE MADE IT THIS FAR, YOU SHOULD BE FINE.

FRIENDLY FEATURES
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 Prove your worth by earning the respect, understanding, and love of three unique gods through 18 different paths.

 Die in over 50 different ways, including: blood crystallization, mistaken identity, extreme nodding, shouting yourself
inside out, waiting for a phone call, being lazily torn apart, and of course, chafing.

 Defeat each god's personal challenge, known to mortals as 'a mini-game'.

 A nice song at the end.

_______________________

_______________________
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Humorous and witty. Music worked for the games ambiance. Fairly challenging in one or two spots, but overall reasonable.
Worth a shot.. Humorous and witty. Music worked for the games ambiance. Fairly challenging in one or two spots, but overall
reasonable. Worth a shot.. Loved this game you get to choose what you say to cosmic beings in order to save not only your live
but all life in the universe. With tests aka minigames to prove your with to these beings. Cheap, fun, and short game that I would
recommend

As always you can judge for yourself but in the video I do beat the game so if you see that you might enjoy the game don't
finish the video and play it for yourself
https:\/\/youtu.be\/Hd2e7OyTGxw. Loved this game you get to choose what you say to cosmic beings in order to save not only
your live but all life in the universe. With tests aka minigames to prove your with to these beings. Cheap, fun, and short game
that I would recommend

As always you can judge for yourself but in the video I do beat the game so if you see that you might enjoy the game don't
finish the video and play it for yourself
https:\/\/youtu.be\/Hd2e7OyTGxw. Very funny, very cute. One Minigame can be a tad annoying, but it's skippable. Only minus
is that is's very short, but it's totally worth the price. Would love to see a longer sequel. Recommended. Very funny, very cute.
One Minigame can be a tad annoying, but it's skippable. Only minus is that is's very short, but it's totally worth the price. Would
love to see a longer sequel. Recommended
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Loved this game you get to choose what you say to cosmic beings in order to save not only your live but all life in the universe.
With tests aka minigames to prove your with to these beings. Cheap, fun, and short game that I would recommend

As always you can judge for yourself but in the video I do beat the game so if you see that you might enjoy the game don't
finish the video and play it for yourself
https:\/\/youtu.be\/Hd2e7OyTGxw. Very funny, very cute. One Minigame can be a tad annoying, but it's skippable. Only minus
is that is's very short, but it's totally worth the price. Would love to see a longer sequel. Recommended. Humorous and witty.
Music worked for the games ambiance. Fairly challenging in one or two spots, but overall reasonable. Worth a shot.. Black
screen popped up with music, and nothing else. Will change review if it changes.. Black screen popped up with music, and
nothing else. Will change review if it changes.. Fun game, short and sweet and satisfying when you finish it! Good fuse of logic
and weirdness.. Fun game, short and sweet and satisfying when you finish it! Good fuse of logic and weirdness.. Fun game,
short and sweet and satisfying when you finish it! Good fuse of logic and weirdness.
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